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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Extent-based  kinetic  identification  is  a kinetic  modeling  technique  that  uses  concentration  measurements
to  compute  extents  and  identify  reaction  kinetics  by the  integral  method  of  parameter  estimation.  This
article considers  the  case  where  spectroscopic  data  are  used  together  with  a calibration  model  to predict
concentrations.  The  calibration  set  is assumed  to  be  constructed  from  reacting  data  that  include  pairs  of
concentration  and  spectral  data.  Alternatively,  one  can  use the  concentration-  and  spectral  contributions
of the  reactions  and  mass  transfers,  which  are  obtained  by  pretreatment  in  reaction-  and  mass-transfer-
variant  form.  The  extent-based  kinetic  identification  using  concentrations  predicted  from  spectroscopic
eywords:
as–liquid reactions
eaction kinetics
xtents of reaction
xtents of mass transfer

data  is illustrated  through  the simulation  of  both  a homogeneous  and  a  gas–liquid  reaction  system.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
ultivariate calibration
pectroscopy

. Introduction
Dynamic models of reaction systems are very valuable for
he monitoring, control and optimization of industrial chemical
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processes [1].  Reaction models are typically built on first principles
and describe the states (concentrations, volume and temperature)
of the reaction system by means of differential equations express-
ing the conservation of mass and energy [2].  The identification
of kinetic laws often represents the most challenging task of
reaction modeling. This challenge is even bigger for gas–liquid
systems because of the coupling between reactions and mass
transfers.
The identification of kinetic models for complex reaction
systems can be efficiently performed in an incremental way. Incre-
mental identification involves two  steps [3]:  (i) the computation
of the contribution of each reaction and each mass transfer in the
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List of symbols

Scalars
� dimensionless discounting variable
a specific interfacial area [1/distance]
H number of calibration pairs
Hs Henry constant of the species s
ki rate constant of the ith reaction
ks molar transfer coefficient of the species s

[distance/time]
m mass
m0 initial mass
P total pressure
p number of independent inlet streams
pm number of mass transfers
R number of independent reactions
S number of species
T temperature
t time
u mass flow rate [mass/time]
V volume
Vtot volume of the gas–liquid reactor
V0 initial volume
W number of wavelengths/wavenumbers
f number of latent variables
R ideal gas constant

Vectors
�m pm-dimensional vector of auxiliary variables [mass]
� pm-dimensional vector of mass transfer rates

[mass/time]
c S-dimensional vector of concentrations

[mole/volume]
c0 S-dimensional vector of initial concentrations

[mole/volume]
n S-dimensional vector of numbers of moles
n0 S-dimensional vector of initial numbers of moles
p S-dimensional vector of partial pressures
q0 S-dimensional projection vector
r R-dimensional vector of reaction rates

[mole/(volume time)]
u p-dimensional vector of mass flow rates

[mass/time]
xr R-dimensional vector of extents of reaction [mole]
xin p-dimensional vector of extents of inlet [mass]
xm pm-dimensional vector of extents of mass transfer

[mass]
� vector of adjustable parameters
a W-dimensional absorbance spectrum
a0 W-dimensional initial absorbance spectrum

Matrices
0 vector or matrix of zeros
1 vector or matrix of ones
Acal (H × W)-dimensional matrix of calibration spectra
Ain (p × W)-dimensional inlet spectra
Am (pm × W)-dimensional mass-transfer spectra
Ccal (H × Sc)-dimensional matrix of calibration concen-

trations
N (R × S)-dimensional matrix of stoichiometry
Min,0 (S × p)-dimensional projection matrix
M (S × p )-dimensional projection matrix

E (Sa × W)-dimensional matrix of pure component
spectra

Ěm (S × pm)-dimensional matrix of transferring species
F (Sc × W)-dimensional calibration matrix
S f-dimensional diagonal matrix of principal compo-

nent factors
S0 (S × R)-dimensional projection matrix
U (H × f)-dimensional matrix of principal component

vectors
V (W × f)-dimensional matrix of principal component

vectors
Win (S × p)-dimensional matrix of inlet composition

[mole/mass]
W̌in (S × p)-dimensional matrix of inlet weight fractions
Wm (S × pm) dimensional matrix of mass transfer

[mole/mass]

Operators and other symbols
CAL construction of calibration model
F phase, F ∈ {G, L}
Im(·) image (row space) of a matrix
L linear transformation to extents
R reconstruction of concentrations from extents
rank(·) rank of a matrix
RMV  transformation to RMV-form
RV transformation to RV-form
S set of experimental conditions

Subscripts
(·)a related to absorbing species
(·)c related to calibrated species
(·)cal related to calibration experiment
(·)f related to f phase, f ∈ {g, l}
(·)g related to gas phase
(·)in related to inlet flows
(·)l related to liquid phase
(·)m related to mass transfers
(·)out related to outlet flows
(·)r related to reactions
(·)u related to uncalibrated species

Superscripts
˙( · ) time derivative
ˆ( · ) predicted quantity

(·)� equilibrium quantity
(·)+ Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of a matrix
(·)MV mass-transfer-variant form
(·)RMV reaction- and mass-transfer-variant form
(·)RV reaction-variant form
m,0 m

Mw S-dimensional diagonal matrix of molecular
weights [mass/mole]
(·)T transpose of a vector or matrix

form of a rate or an extent and (ii) the identification of the cor-
responding rate law and rate parameters by comparing computed
and modeled rates or extents. Owing to the decoupling of the var-
ious rates and extents, each reaction and each mass transfer can
be dealt with individually, unlike in the simultaneous identifica-
tion, where an overall model including all the reactions and mass
transfers has to be postulated [4–6]. Hence, the reaction and mass-
transfer rate parameters estimated by the incremental methods are

largely uncorrelated. Note that the incremental methods require
that there are at least as many measurements as there are rates
and extents to be computed. This requirement can be difficult to
meet for systems with numerous reactions. The kinetic modeling
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f biological processes, for example, requires adapting the incre-
ental methods to model a range of feasible rates and extents of

eaction [7].
Two different incremental methods have been proposed in the

iterature. The differential method involves the computation of
eaction and mass transfer rates by differentiating measured time-
ependent profiles [8].  In the integral method, the reaction and
ass-transfer contributions are computed as extents of reaction

nd mass transfer, which are obtained via algebraic transformation
 and not differentiation – of measured data [9,10].  Depending on
hether the contributions are expressed as rates or extents, these
ethods are labeled ‘rate-based’ or ‘extent-based’ identification
ethods. Although computationally less expensive, the rate-based
ethod has the drawback of introducing a bias due to the numerical

ifferentiation step [6].
The extent-based identification method has been developed in

he context of measured concentrations. Other sources of informa-
ion, such as gas consumption [10] and calorimetry [11], can be
dded to augment the rank of the data matrix, that is, to increase
he number of measured quantities. In practice, concentration mea-
urements require sampling, sample preparation and subsequent
ffline analysis, which is expensive in terms of both cost and
ime. In comparison, the recent development of Process Analyti-
al Technologies (PAT) has opened up new avenues for exploiting
pectroscopic data, which indirectly provide non-destructive con-
entration measurements of the species in-situ/online during the
ourse of a reaction [12]. Accurate spectroscopic measurements are
vailable at low cost and short sampling times, and are free of any
elay. In addition, most spectroscopic measurements can be con-
idered linear with respect to the concentrations of the absorbing
pecies (Beer’s law). Note that the technology of spectrometers and
ber-optic probes has improved significantly in recent years. Fur-
hermore, numerical methods facilitate the analysis of large sets
f multivariate data. For these reasons, online spectroscopic mea-
urements are nowadays widely used, probably more so than direct
oncentration measurements [13,14].

In absorption spectroscopy, calibration models based on Princi-
al Component Regression (PCR) [15] or Partial Least Squares (PLS)
16] are used to predict the concentrations of absorbing species
rom an absorbance spectrum measured in a sample [17,18].
alibration involves two steps. In the calibration step, the cal-

bration model is built using pairs of measured concentrations
nd absorbance spectra. This construction requires defining a cer-
ain number of latent variables that represent abstract building
locks. In the prediction step, the calibration model is applied to
he absorbance spectrum measured in a new sample to predict the
oncentrations of the calibrated species.

Since calibration models require that the new spectrum lies
n the space spanned by the calibration set (space-inclusion
ondition), it is important to properly design the calibration set
19]. This condition implies that the experimental conditions
sed for the calibration set should mimic  as much as possible the
xperimental conditions of the prediction experiment, inter alia,
n terms of concentration and temperature ranges [20,21]. One
pproach consists in preparing calibration samples of various inde-
endent compositions and measuring the absorbance spectrum
f each sample. The resulting non-reacting calibration data are
ometimes qualified as ‘static’ in the sense that the composition of
ach calibration sample does not vary with time [22]. This way  of
onstructing the calibration set has the drawback that it requires
umerous calibration mixtures and that none of the calibration
amples contains the short-lived absorbing intermediates that

re often found in real samples taken during the course of a
eaction. This can cause a more or less severe violation of the
pace-inclusion condition. An alternative approach consists in
aking calibration samples during the course of a preliminary
a Acta 767 (2013) 21– 34 23

experiment, based on the chemical process at hand, and measuring
pairs of concentrations and absorbance spectra for each of these
samples. With such a design, the intermediate species that are
produced by the reactions are included, and the need to vary them
externally disappears [19]. Such a ‘dynamic’ calibration system is
particularly suited for industry, where reference samples can be
taken during the course of the reaction and used for calibration.

When reacting calibration data are used, the calibration model
can be constructed on two  types of calibration pairs. A first possi-
bility consists in taking measured concentrations and absorbance
spectra as calibration pairs; in such a case, the calibration model
predicts concentrations from a new spectrum. Alternatively, the
calibration model can be constructed on pairs of concentration
and spectroscopic measurements containing only the reaction and
mass-transfer contributions, that is, the contribution of the inlet
and outlet flows is removed from the measurements. The calcu-
lation of these pairs requires the pretreatment of concentrations
and spectroscopic data in so-called reaction- and mass-transfer-
variant (RMV) form. If gas-phase measurements can be used to
compute the concentration and spectroscopic contributions of the
mass transfers, these contributions can be removed, thus result-
ing in calibration pairs in reaction-variant (RV) form. A calibration
model in RMV- or RV-form uses a new spectrum also pretreated
in that form to predict concentrations in the same form. The pros
and cons of using these forms for calibration have been discussed
in [19].

In this study, the concentrations are predicted from measured
absorbance spectra via multivariate calibration. The calibration
model is constructed from reacting data collected in a previous
experiment. The predicted concentrations subsequently feed the
incremental extent-based identification method. Kinetic modeling
based on spectroscopic data using this combination of calibration
and identification methods proceeds in four steps: (i) in the calibra-
tion step, a calibration model is constructed from pairs of measured
concentrations and absorbance spectra, (ii) in the prediction step,
the calibration model is used to predict the concentrations of the
calibrated species from a new absorbance spectrum, (iii) in the
transformation step, the predicted concentrations are transformed
into extents, and (iv) in the identification step, each extent is used
individually to model the corresponding rate expressions.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the
extent-based identification of reaction kinetics from measured con-
centrations. Section 3 discusses the extensions that are necessary to
predict the extents and all concentrations from spectroscopic mea-
surements. Although all developments are proposed for the general
case of gas–liquid reaction systems, a short remark is provided at
the end of each subsection indicating the simplified form that cor-
responds to the case of homogeneous reaction systems. Section 4
illustrates the proposed kinetic identification approach via the sim-
ulation of two  case studies, namely, the acetoacetylation of pyrrole
in an open homogeneous stirred-tank reactor and the chlorination
of butanoic acid in an open gas–liquid reactor. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. Extent-based kinetic identification from measured
concentrations

This section describes the extent-based kinetic identification
approach. The entry point is a generic model consisting of the
differential mole balance equations for the system. Next, a linear

transformation computes the extents of reaction and mass transfer
from measured concentrations. Finally, the rate expressions and
corresponding rate parameters are identified from the computed
extents.
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.1. Mole balance equations

Consider a general reaction system comprised of the two  phases
 (gas phase) and L (liquid phase), with Sg species in the gas phase
nd Sl species in the liquid phase.2 The two phases are connected
y pm mass transfers involving Sm species transferring between the
hases. Let pg and pl be the numbers of inlets in the phases G and L,
espectively, and let each phase have one outlet. Assuming that (i)
oth phases are homogeneous, (ii) the reactions take place in the
hase L only and (iii) mass-transfer phenomena can be described
y the film theory with no accumulation in the film, the differen-
ial mole balance equations for the gas and liquid phases can be
ormulated as:

˙ l(t)  =  NT Vl(t)r(t)  +  Wm,l�(t)  +  Win,l uin,l(t)  − uout,l(t)
ml(t)

nl(t),  nl(0)  =  nl0

(1a)

˙ g(t)  =  −Wm,g�(t)  +  Win,guin,g(t)  − uout,g(t)
mg(t)

ng(t),  ng(0)  =  ng0

(1b)

here nf is the Sf-dimensional vector of numbers of moles in the F
hase, f ∈ {g, l} and F ∈ {G, L}, N the R × Sl stoichiometric matrix, Vl
he volume of the liquid phase, Win,f = M−1

w,f W̌in,f the Sf × pf inlet
atrix expressing the composition of the inlets to the F phase,
w,f the Sf-dimensional diagonal matrix of molecular weights, and

ˇ
in,f = [w̌1

in,f · · · w̌pf
in,f ] with w̌k

in,f being the Sf-dimensional vec-
or of weight fractions of the kth inlet to the F phase with k = 1,

 . .,  pf, uin,f the pf-dimensional inlet mass flow rate to the F phase,
out,f the outlet mass flow rate in the F phase, mf the mass of the F
hase, and nf0 the vector of initial numbers of moles in the F phase.
he pm mass transfers are treated as pseudo inlets with unknown
ow rates and involve Wm,f and �, where Wm,f = M−1

w,f Ěm,f is the

f × pm mass-transfer matrix, Ěm,f = [ě1
m,f · · · ěpm

m,f ] with ěj
m,f

being
he Sf-dimensional vector with the elements corresponding to the
th transferring species equal to unity and the other elements equal
o zero, and � is the pm-dimensional vector of mass-transfer rates
xpressed in mass/time units and defined positively (+) when the
ass transfer occurs from G to L.

Special case
For homogeneous reaction systems, there is a single phase and

he differential mole balance equations are given by Eq. (1a), with-
ut the subscript (·)l and without the mass-transfer term Wm,l�(t).

.2. Computation of extents from numbers of moles

The method to compute the extents from the measured num-
ers of moles has been described by Bonvin and co-workers [23,24].
he method involves a linear transformation that is applicable to
ll reaction systems for which the three assumptions described in
ection 2.1 are valid. The standard linear transformation is sum-
arized in the next subsection and then adapted to deal with the

umbers of moles in RMV-, MV-  and RV-forms in the subsequent
ubsections.

.2.1. Standard transformation

This linear transformation decomposes the Sf-dimensional vec-

or of numbers of moles in the F phase into the following
ontributions: R extents of reaction xr(t) (in mole units) in the liquid

2 Note that G and L can also refer to two  distinct liquid phases.
ca Acta 767 (2013) 21– 34

phase, as well as pm extents of mass transfer xm,f(t) (in mass units),
pf extents of inlet flow xin,f(t) (in mass units) and a scalar dimension-
less discounting variable �f(t) in each phase. This transformation
can be described mathematically as:

xr(t) = ST
l0 nl(t)⎡

⎢⎣
xm,f (t)

xin,f (t)

�f (t)

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣

MT
m,f 0

MT
in,f 0

qT
f 0

⎤
⎥⎦nf (t)

(2)

As the reactions are assumed to take place in the L phase, the
term xr(t) = ST

l0 nl(t) applies only to this phase. Eq. (2) is appli-
cable under the conditions, rank([NT Wm,l Win,l nl0]) = R + pm + pl + 1
for the L phase and rank([Wm,g Win,gng0]) = pm + pg + 1 for the G
phase. The procedure for constructing the matrices Sl0(Sl × R),
Mm,f0(Sf × pm), Min,f0(Sf × pf), and the Sf-dimensional vector qf0 has
been outlined in [23].

Application of the linear transformation (2) to nf(t) transforms
the differential mole balance equations (1a) and (1b) in the follow-
ing system of differential equations:

ẋr(t) = Vl(t)r(t) − uout,l(t)
ml(t)

xr(t), xr(0) = 0R, (3a)

ẋm,f (t) = �(t) − uout,f (t)
mf (t)

xm,f (t), xm,f (0) = 0pm , (3b)

ẋin,f (t) = uin,f (t) − uout,f (t)
mf (t)

xin,f (t), xin,f (0) = 0pf
, (3c)

�̇f (t) = −uout,f (t)
mf (t)

�f (t), �f (0) = 1 (3d)

Eqs. (3a)–(3c) define so-called vessel extents, which represent
the material that is still in the phase F at time t. The negative term
on the right-hand side accounts for the effect of the outlet flow.

The vectors of numbers of moles can be reconstructed from the
extents as follows:

nl(t) = NT xr(t) + Wm,lxm,l(t) + Win,lxin,l(t) + nl0�l(t) (4a)

ng(t) = −Wm,gxm,g(t) + Win,gxin,g(t) + ng0�g(t) (4b)

2.2.2. Transformation from RMV-form
When the rank conditions associated with Eq. (2) are not sat-

isfied, the linear transformation cannot be used. However, if the
inlet and outlet flow rates uin,l(t) and uout,l(t), and the mass ml(t)
are known in the liquid phase, the pl extents of inlet flow xin,l(t)
and the discounting variable �l(t) can be calculated by integration
of the differential equations (3c) and (3d). This allows rearranging
Eq. (4a) in a reaction- and mass-transfer-variant (RMV) form:

nRMV
l (t) := nl(t) − Win,lxin,l(t) − nl0�l(t) = [NT Wm,l]

[
xr(t)

xm,l(t)

]
(5)

The extents of reaction and mass transfer in the liquid phase are
computed by taking the Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse of the
matrix [NT Wm,l], under the condition that this matrix is of rank
R + pm.

2.2.3. Transformations from MV-  and RV-forms
Similarly, for the gas phase, if the quantities uin,g(t), uout,g(t) and

mg(t) are known, xin,g(t) and �g(t) can be calculated by integration

of Eqs. (3c) and (3d). Eq. (4b) can then be rearranged in a mass-
transfer-variant (MV) form:

nMV
g (t) := ng(t) − Win,gxin,g(t) − ng0�g(t) = −Wm,gxm,g(t) (6)
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nd xm,g(t) can be calculated using the pseudo-inverse of Wm,g,
rovided this matrix is of full rank pm.

Once the extents of mass transfer have been computed from the
as phase, they can be converted to extents of mass transfer in the
iquid phase using the relationship

m,l(t) = xm,g(t) − �m(t) (7)

ith the auxiliary variables �m(t) obtained by integration of the
ollowing differential equations:

˙
m(t) = − uout,l(t)

ml(t)
�m(t) +

(
uout,l(t)
ml(t)

− uout,g(t)
mg(t)

)
xm,g(t), �m(0) = 0pm

(8)

hen the extents of mass transfer xm,l(t) have been inferred, Eq.
4a) can be rearranged in a reaction-variant (RV) form, and the
xtents of reaction can be calculated by means of the pseudo-
nverse of NT, under the condition that rank(N) = R:

RV
l (t) := nl(t) − Wm,lxm,l(t) − Win,lxin,l(t) − nl0�l(t) = NT xr(t) (9)

Special case
For homogeneous reaction systems, the mass-transfer terms

anish and Eqs. (3b) and (4b) drop out. Eqs. (2)–(9) are written with-
ut the subscript (·)l and are adapted as follows: the matrix MT

m,f 0 is
mitted in Eq. (2) and the rank condition for the linear transforma-
ion becomes rank([NT Win n0]) = R + p + 1; the mass-transfer term

m,lxm,l(t) is removed from Eq. (4a), which allows writing Eq. (9)
s nRV(t) : = n(t) − Winxin(t) − n0�(t) = NTxr(t).

.3. Kinetic identification based on computed extents

In the second step, the rate laws and the corresponding rate
arameters are estimated using the extents of reaction and mass
ransfer computed in the first step. For each reaction and mass
ransfer, a least-squares regression problem is formulated, which
nvolves the extent values computed in the previous step and a pos-
ulated rate law with unknown parameters to model the extent as a
unction of time. The rate parameters are adjusted so as to minimize
he difference between the computed and modeled extents.

For the ith extent of reaction, the modeled extents of reaction
re obtained from Eq. (3a) with a rate law of the form ri(cl(t),
r,i), where cl(t) = nl(t)/Vl(t) and the vector �r,i represents a set
f adjustable parameters such as rate constants and activation
nergies. If the measurements cg(t) = ng(t)/Vg(t) are available in
he gas phase, the modeled extents of the jth mass transfer can
e obtained from Eq. (3b) with a postulated rate law of the form
j(cl(t), cg(t), �m,j), which depends on the adjustable parameters
m,j that include mass-transfer coefficients.

Because of the incremental nature of the extent-based kinetic
dentification, each reaction and each mass transfer can be dealt

ith individually, that is, independently of the other reactions and
ass transfers. Hence, an imperfect model (or even the absence of

 model) for some of the extents has no impact on the modeling
f the other extents. In particular, the extents of reaction can be
odeled without having to model the extents of mass transfer.

Special case
Homogeneous reaction systems do not involve mass transfer.

or these reaction systems, the interest of the incremental method
ies in the fact that the effect of each reaction can be decoupled
rom the other reactions.
. Extent-based prediction of concentrations

The approach of the previous section is now extended to the case
here concentration measurements are not directly available, but
a Acta 767 (2013) 21– 34 25

instead they are predicted from measured absorbance spectra using
multivariate calibration.

3.1. Factorization of spectroscopic data from reaction systems

The starting point of this quantitative analysis of spectroscopic
data is Beer’s law. Let assume that an absorbance signal is measured
in the phase L by a spectrometer, which produces data that have
a linear response with respect to concentrations. Let a(t) be a W-
dimensional absorbance spectrum measured for a unit pathlength
at W wavelengths at time t. Beer’s law allows writing:

a(t) = ET cl,a(t) (10)

where cl,a(t) is the Sa-dimensional vector of concentrations and E is
the (Sa × W)  matrix containing the pure component spectra (molar
absorptivities) of the Sa absorbing species (Sa ≤ Sl). The subscript
(·)a indicates a quantity associated with the absorbing species.

3.1.1. Standard factorization
The reconstruction of the numbers of moles nl(t) from the

extents xr(t), xm,l(t), xin,l(t) and the variable �l(t) given in Eq. (4a)
can be used to compute the concentrations cl,a(t) of the Sa absorbing
species at time t:

cl,a(t) = 1
Vl(t)

(
NT

a xr(t) + Wm,l,axm,l(t) + Win,l,axin,l(t) + nl0,a�l(t)
)

(11)

Combining Eqs. (10) and (11), together with nl0,a = cl0,a Vl0, leads to
the so-called factorization of spectroscopic data [19,25] given by:

a(t) = 1
Vl(t)

(
ET NT

a xr(t) + AT
mxm,l(t) + AT

inxin,l(t) + a0 Vl0�l(t)
)

(12)

with AT
m = ET Wm,l,a the (W × pm) spectra of the species transferring

between the two phases (mass-transfer spectra), AT
in = ET Win,l,a

the (W × pl) spectra of the inlet flows (inlet spectra) and a0 = ETcl0,a
the W-dimensional initial spectrum.

3.1.2. Factorization in RMV-form
Similarly to Eq. (5),  if the inlet and outlet flow rates uin,l(t) and

uout,l(t) and the mass ml(t) of the reaction mixture are known, the
extents xin,l(t) and the variable �l(t) can be calculated by integration
of the differential equations (3c) and (3d). It follows that, if Vl(t),
Win,l,a and nl0,a are also known, Eq. (11) can be written in RMV-form
as:

cRMV
l,a (t) := cl,a(t) − 1

Vl(t)

(
Win,l,axin,l(t) + nl0,a�l(t)

)

= 1
Vl(t)

[NT
a Wm,l,a]

[
xr(t)

xm,l(t)

]
(13)

In addition, if the initial spectrum a0 and the inlet spectra Ain
are known, Eq. (12) can be rearranged in RMV-form that accounts
only for the spectroscopic contributions of the reactions and mass
transfers:

aRMV (t) := a(t) − 1
Vl(t)

(
AT

inxin,l(t) + a0Vl0�l(t)
)

= 1
Vl(t)

[ET NT
a AT

m]

[
xr(t)

xm,l(t)

]
(14)
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.1.3. Factorization in RV-form
When the pm extents of mass transfer are calculated from the

umbers of moles measured in the gas phase, the concentration and
pectroscopic contributions of the mass transfers can be subtracted
rom Eqs. (13) and (14), which leads to the following equations:

RV
l,a (t) := cl,a(t) − 1

Vl(t)

(
Win,l,axin,l(t) + nl0,a�l(t) + Wm,l,axm,l(t)

)
= 1

Vl(t)
NT

a xr(t) (15)

RV (t) := a(t) − 1
Vl(t)

(
AT

inxin,l(t) + a0Vl0�l(t) + AT
mxm,l(t)

)
= 1

Vl(t)
ET NT

a xr(t) (16)

Eqs. (15) and (16) represent the RV-forms of Eqs. (11) and (12),
espectively.

Special case
For homogeneous reaction systems, Eq. (15) simplifies since

m,l,axm,l(t) = 0Sa . It follows that aRV(t) is identical to the expres-
ion that holds when all transferring species are spectroscopically
ilent (non-absorbing), namely, when AT

m = 0W×pm .

.2. Prediction of calibrated concentrations from spectroscopy

Concentrations in reaction systems can be predicted from
easured absorbance spectra using multivariate calibration. The

tandard approach for building a calibration model consists in using
easured concentrations and absorbance spectra as calibration

airs. Other choices are possible and result in different calibration
odels.

.2.1. Standard calibration
The calibration proceeds in two steps. In the calibration

tep, a calibration model is constructed using f latent variables.
he calibration set consists of H pairs of vectors that include
-dimensional absorbance spectra acal(t) and Sc-dimensional con-

entrations cl,cal(t), with t one of the H sampling times and Sc the
umber of species available for calibration (Sc ≤ Sl). The subscript
·)cal denotes a quantity associated with the calibration experiment,
hile the subscript (·)c indicates a quantity associated with the Sc

alibrated species. The H pairs of vectors acal(t) and cl,cal(t) are trans-
osed and stacked vertically in time-resolved matrices Acal (H × W)
nd Cl,cal (H × Sc), respectively. A calibration model can be expressed
y the calibration matrix F of dimensions (Sc × W)  comprising Sc

ows of prognostic vectors of dimension W that describe the relation
etween the pairs (cl,cal(t), acal(t)). This is illustrated in the central
art of Fig. 1.

The method for constructing the matrix F depends on the
alibration technique used. With PCR, the matrix Acal is first

pproximated as U S V
T
, where U (H × f) and V (W × f) contain

 principal component vectors, S (f  × f) is a f-dimensional diago-
al matrix of principal component factors, and f is the number of
rincipal components (also called latent variables). The calibration

atrix F is calculated as CT
l,calU S

−1
V

T
. With PLS, the calculation of

he calibration matrix F is more complex and calls for an iterative
cheme [18].

In the prediction step, the calibration model is used to predict
he Sc calibrated concentrations ĉl,c(t) from the W-dimensional

bsorbance spectrum a(t) measured at time t of a prediction (or
est) experiment:

ˆl,c(t) = F a(t) (17)
ca Acta 767 (2013) 21– 34

3.2.2. Calibration in RMV-form
When calibration models are constructed using only the spectral

contributions of the reactions and mass transfers, the pairs of cal-
ibration vectors (cRMV

l,cal
(t), aRMV

cal
(t)) are given by Eqs. (13) and (14).

Note that the pretreatment of Eqs. (13) and (14) requires the knowl-
edge of the inlets (uin,l,cal(t), Win,l,cal, Ain,cal), the outlet (uout,l,cal(t))
and the initial conditions (nl0,cal, a0,cal), as well as the mass and vol-
ume  (ml,cal(t), Vl,cal(t)) of the calibration mixture as illustrated in
the upper part of Fig. 1. The construction of the calibration matrix
FRMV is similar to the standard calibration, with the matrices Acal
and Cl,cal replaced by ARMV

cal (H × W)  and CRMV
l,cal (H × Sc), respectively.

To predict the concentrations of the calibrated species, the spec-
troscopic contributions of the reactions and mass transfers are
computed using Eq. (14) from the absorbance spectrum a(t) mea-
sured for a prediction experiment. The resulting vector aRMV(t) is
used by the calibration model to predict the Sc concentrations in
RMV-form, ĉRMV

l,c (t), for all time instants of the prediction experi-
ment.

3.2.3. Calibration in RV-form
If gas-phase measurements can be used to compute the extents

of mass transfer in the liquid phase according to Eqs. (6)–(8),  the
calibration model can be built on the reaction contribution only by
removing the contribution due to mass transfer. The pairs of cali-
bration vectors (cRV

l,cal
(t), aRV

cal
(t)) are obtained by pretreatment using

Eqs. (15) and (16), which requires the knowledge of the experi-
mental conditions at all calibration times (lower part of Fig. 1). The
calibration matrix FRV is constructed in a similar way as for standard
calibration, with the matrices Acal and Cl,cal replaced by ARV

cal (H × W)
and CRV

l,cal (H × Sc), respectively.
In the prediction step, the absorbance spectrum a(t) measured

during a prediction experiment is transformed to the RV-form
aRV(t) using Eq. (16). This spectroscopic contribution is used to
predict the Sc concentrations in RV-form, ĉRV

l,c (t). Note that this pro-
cedure is also used when there are no transferring species in the
calibration set.

Special case
For homogeneous reaction systems, standard calibration is

based on the pairs (ccal(t), acal(t)). For calibration in RV-form, cRV
cal

(t)
is obtained using Eq. (15) without the term Wm,l,axm,l(t), while
aRV

cal
(t) results from Eq. (16) without the term AT

mxm,l(t). In the pre-
diction step, the pretreated vector aRV(t) is then used to predict the
concentrations ĉRV

c (t) associated with the reactions.

3.3. Extent-based prediction of all concentrations

The calibration models F, FRMV and FRV can predict the con-
centrations of the calibrated species only. However, for kinetic
identification, one may  need the concentrations of all (calibrated
as well as uncalibrated) species, which can be achieved in different
ways as illustrated in Fig. 2. The key idea is to predict the vari-
ous extents and reconstruct all the concentrations using additional
information involving the experimental conditions.

3.3.1. Prediction over ĉl,c(t)
The most straightforward way to predict ĉl(t) from a(t) is to use

the calibration model F to predict ĉl,c(t). Then, with the knowl-
edge of the volume Vl(t), Sc numbers of moles can be computed as
n̂l,c(t) = ĉl,c(t)Vl(t) and transformed to extents according to Eq. (2)
written for the Sc species. This requires the matrices of stoichiom-

etry N (R × Sl), mass transfer Wm,l (Sl × pm), inlet composition Win,l
(Sl × pl) and the Sl-dimensional vector of initial conditions nl0 to
be reduced to Nc (R × Sc), Wm,l,c (Sc × pm), Win,l,c (Sc × pl) and nl0,c
(Sc-dimensional vector).
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iddle

p⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(
r
t

Fig. 1. Construction of the calibration model for standard calibration (m

The linear transformation from the measured spectrum to the
redicted extents, which encompasses Paths 1 and 4 in Fig. 2, is:

x̂r(t)

x̂m,l(t)

x̂in,l(t)

�̂l(t)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ST
l0,c

MT
m,l0,c

MT
in,l0,c

qT
l0,c

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦F a(t) Vl(t) (18)
The procedure for constructing the matrices Sl0,c (Sc × R), Mm,l0,c
Sc × pm), Min,l0,c (Sc × pl), and the Sc-dimensional vector ql0,c
emains identical to the method proposed in [23], except that the
otal number of species Sl is replaced by the number of calibrated

Fig. 2. Prediction of all concentrations from
), calibration in RMV-form (top) and calibration in RV-form (bottom).

species Sc. Consequently, the condition for using the linear trans-
formation of Eq. (18) becomes rank([NT

c Wm,l,c Win,l,c nl0,c]) =
R + pm + pl + 1, which also requires Sc ≥ R + pm + pl + 1. This condi-
tion can be more or less restrictive depending on the choice of the
set of calibrated species Sc.

The Su = Sl − Sc uncalibrated species can be reconstructed from
the various extents as follows:

ĉl,u(t) = 1
Vl(t)

(
NT

u x̂r(t) + Wm,l,ux̂m,l(t) + Win,l,ux̂in,l(t) + nl0,u�̂l(t)
)

(19)

where the subscript (·)u indicates a quantity associated with the
uncalibrated species.

 a measured absorbance spectrum.
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goes multiple parallel reactions, including polymerization (R2) into
dehydroacetic acid D, oligomerization (R3) forming oligomer E, and
further reaction (R4) with acetoacetyl pyrrole leading to by-product
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.3.2. Prediction over ĉRMV
l,c (t)

If the condition, rank([NT
c Wm,l,c Win,l,c nl0,c]) = R + pm + pl +

, is not satisfied, an alternative consists in rewriting the predicted
oncentrations in RMV-form using Eq. (13), for which additional
xperimental conditions need to be known. This corresponds to
ath 5 in Fig. 2. Note that ĉRMV

l,c (t) can also be obtained using the
alibration model in RMV-form (Path 2).

Under the condition, rank([NT
c Wm,l,c]) = R + pm, which

equires Sc ≥ R + pm, the extents of reaction and mass transfer
an be calculated as:

x̂r(t)

x̂m,l(t)

]
= [NT

c Wm,l,c]+ ĉRMV
l,c (t) Vl(t) (20)

The calibrated and uncalibrated concentrations are recon-
tructed from the predicted extents x̂r(t) and x̂m,l(t) and the
ariables xin,l(t) and �l(t) that are computed by integration of Eqs.
3c) and (3d) using known experimental conditions:

ˆl,c(t) = ĉRMV
l,c (t) + 1

Vl(t)

(
Win,l,cxin,l(t) + nl0,c�l(t)

)
(21)

ˆl,u(t) = 1
Vl(t)

(
NT

u x̂r(t) + Wm,l,ux̂m,l(t) + Win,l,uxin,l(t) + nl0,u�l(t)
)

(22)

.3.3. Prediction over ĉRV
l,c (t)

The predicted concentrations ĉl,c(t) can also be transformed to
V-form using Eq. (15), for which additional gas-phase measure-
ents and experimental conditions need to be known (Path 6).
ote that ĉRV

l,c (t) can also be obtained using the calibration model
n RV-form (Path 3).

If rank(Nc) = R, which requires Sc ≥ R, the extents of reaction can
hen be computed as:

ˆ r(t) = NT+
c ĉRV

l,c (t) Vl(t) (23)

The calibrated and uncalibrated concentrations are recon-
tructed from the predicted extents of reaction x̂r(t), the variables
in,l(t) and �l(t) that are computed by integration of Eqs. (3c) and
3d) using known experimental conditions and the extents of mass
ransfer xm,l(t) that are obtained from gas-phase measurements and
qs. (6)–(8):

ˆl,c(t) = ĉRV
l,c (t) + 1

Vl(t)

(
Wm,l,cxm,l(t) + Win,l,cxin,l(t) + nl0,c�l(t)

)
(24)

ˆl,u(t) = 1
Vl(t)

(
NT

u x̂r(t) + Wm,l,uxm,l(t) + Win,l,uxin,l(t) + nl0,u�l(t)
)

(25)

.3.4. Choice of calibration model
Which path to choose in Fig. 2 depends on whether or not the

pectrum a(t) of the prediction experiment lies in the subspace
panned by the calibration set. This space-inclusion condition has
een studied in [19,25]. For Path 1, the space-inclusion condition
(t) ∈ Im(Acal) can be verified by checking that the Euclidean norm
(a(t), Acal) of the projection error of a(t) on the row space of
cal is negligible. Such a norm can be computed as �(a(t), Acal) =
aT (t)(IW − A+

calAcal)‖2. If this condition is not satisfied, Path 2 can
e followed, which implies that the calibration and linear transfor-

ation steps are performed in RMV-form (see Fig. 2). For Path 2, the

pace-inclusion condition becomes aRMV (t) ∈ Im(ARMV
cal ) and can be

erified by calculating �(aRMV (t), ARMV
cal ). If the space-inclusion con-

ition is still not fulfilled, additional independent measurements,
ca Acta 767 (2013) 21– 34

such as gas-phase measurements, are required to take Path 3 and
use a calibration model in RV-form. For such a calibration, the
space-inclusion condition is aRV (t) ∈ Im(ARV

cal) and can be checked
by computing �(aRV (t), ARV

cal). If none of these space-inclusion con-
ditions can be satisfied, the calibration set must be re-designed and
it might be necessary to choose another set of Sc calibrated species.

3.3.5. Choice of linear transformation
There are three possible paths to predict the concentra-

tions of the calibrated species, namely to ĉl,c(t), ĉRMV
l,c (t) and

ĉRV
l,c (t). Which one to choose depends on the conditions for

applying the linear transformation of Eqs. (18), (20) and (23).
If rank([NT

c Wm,l,c Win,l,c nl0,c]) = R + pm + pl + 1, Path 4 can be
taken. This allows predicting the R extents of reaction, the pm

extents of mass transfer, the pl extents of inlet flow and the
discounting variable �l via Eq. (18). If this condition is not ful-
filled, a treatment of ĉl,c(t) to RMV- or RV-form is required. If
rank([NT

c Wm,l,c]) = R +pm, the predicted concentrations ĉl,c(t) can
be rearranged to RMV-form along Path 5 and used to predict the
R extents of reaction and the pm extents of mass transfer via Eq.
(20). Otherwise, additional independent measurements, such as
gas-phase measurements, are necessary to follow Path 6 and con-
struct ĉRV

l,c (t) so that the R extents of reaction can be predicted by
Eq. (23), under the condition that rank(Nc) = R. If none of these
rank conditions are met, another set of calibrated species has to be
selected and the calibration set re-designed.

Special case
For homogeneous reaction systems, all the terms related to

mass transfer are removed from Eqs. (18)–(25). In particular, the
rank condition for the linear transformation of Path 4 reduces to
rank([NT

c Win,c n0,c]) = R + p + 1. When this latter condition is not
satisfied, the extents of reaction can be computed on the basis of
the predicted concentrations in RV-form according to Eq. (23),  and
the concentrations of all species can be reconstructed using Eqs.
(24) and (25), without the mass-transfer terms Wm,l,cxm,l(t) and
Wm,l,uxm,l(t).

4. Case studies

Two case studies based on simulated data are presented. The
first study considers the acetoacetylation of pyrrole in a stirred-
tank reactor and illustrates the extent-based kinetic identification
of a homogeneous reaction system from spectroscopic data. The
second study, which considers the chlorination of butanoic acid
in a controlled gas–liquid stirred-tank reactor, describes the use
of extent-based kinetic identification from absorbance measure-
ments in the liquid phase and concentration measurements in the
gas phase.

4.1. Acetoacetylation of pyrrole

The acetoacetylation of pyrrole is a homogeneous reaction sys-
tem that comprises R = 4 reactions involving S = 7 species.3

4.1.1. Reaction system
In the first reaction (R1), pyrrole A reacts with diketene B to

produce 2-acetoacetyl pyrrole C. Simultaneously, diketene under-
F. Reactions R1, R2 and R4 are catalyzed by pyridine G. Toluene is

3 The subscript (·)l is omitted in this case study with a single phase.
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ig. 3. Acetoacetylation of pyrrole: Simulated mid-IR (500–1500 cm−1) pure comp
ehydroacetic acid, (e) oligomer, (f) by-product and (g) pyridine, normalized to a u

sed as solvent for this reaction system. The reactions are repre-
ented by the following stoichiometric and kinetic expressions:

1 : A + B
G→ C r1 = k1cAcBcG (26a)

2 : B + B
G→ D r2 = k2c2

BcG (26b)

3 : B → E r3 = k3cB (26c)

4 : B + C
G→ F r4 = k4cCcBcG (26d)

here k1 = 0.0530 L2 mol−2 min−1, k2 = 0.1280 L2 mol−2 min−1,
3 = 0.0280 min−1 and k4 = 0.0030 L2 mol−2 min−1 are rate
onstants reported in [26]. The stoichiometric matrix N for
he set of all species {A, B, C, D, E, F, G} reads:

 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

−1 −1 1 0 0 0 0

0 −2 0 1 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0 1 0 0

0 −1 −1 0 0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (27)

.1.2. Simulated measurements
All simulated experiments are conducted in an open isother-

al  unsteady-state reactor at 50 ◦C. The reactor is initially loaded
ith V0 = 1 L of a solution of pyrrole in toluene and pure diketene is

ed (p = 1) at a constant mass flow rate with the inlet composition
in = [0 M−1

w,Bw̌in,B 0 0 0 0 0]T , where Mw,B = 84.08 g mol−1

nd w̌in,B = 1. Since the density and the volume of the reaction
ixture are assumed to be constant throughout the course of the

eaction, uout(t) = uin(t).
The concentrations c(t) = n(t)/V(t) are obtained by integration

f the differential mole balances in Eq. (1a). Each concentration
s corrupted by additive zero-mean normally distributed noise

ith standard deviation corresponding to 1 % of the maximal
oncentration. Two other sets of concentration data are also gen-
rated using noise levels of 2% and 5%. Absorbance spectra are
ssumed to be measured in the mid-IR region (500–1500 cm−1)
ith 4 cm−1 resolution, thus leading to W = 250 wavenumbers
onitored simultaneously. The spectrum of the solvent (toluene) is
ssumed to be treated as background spectrum. All species involved
n the reactions are absorbing, so that Sa = S and ca(t) = c(t). The
bsorbance spectra a(t) are generated using Eq. (10) from the sim-
lated concentrations (corrupted with 1%, 2% and 5% noise) and
t spectra (absorptivities) of (a) pyrrole, (b) diketene, (c) 2-acetoacetyl pyrrole, (d)
k height.

the (7 × 250)-dimensional pure component spectra E chosen to
resemble the true ones. The pure component spectra are shown
in Fig. 3.

Since the quantities uin(t), uout(t), m(t) and V(t) are known, the
extent of inlet flow xin(t) and the discounting variable �(t) can be
computed from Eqs. (3c) and (3d). Under the condition that all
experimental conditions (including the inlet spectrum of diketene)
are known, the concentration and spectral contributions associ-
ated with the inlet and outlet can be removed from the vectors c(t)
and a(t) to generate cRV(t) and aRV(t) using Eqs. (15) and (16). The
noise levels of 1%, 2% and 5% in c(t) lead to noise levels of the same
standard deviation in cRV(t). The resulting noise levels in a(t) and
aRV(t) are 1.5%, 2.6% and 5.6%, respectively.

4.1.3. Calibration experiment
In the calibration experiment, the reactor is initially loaded

with a solution of composition c0,cal = [0.92 0.07 0.10 0.02 0 0
4.50]T mol  L−1 of mass 919.98 g. Pure diketene is fed at the con-
stant mass flow rate of uin = 3.65 g min−1, and the reactor content is
continuously withdrawn at the same flow rate. The concentrations
and absorbance spectra are generated according to the procedure
described in Section 4.1.2.

The calibration set is built by taking H = 15 absorbance spec-
tra at the equally spaced times t = 0, 10, . . .,  140 min, that is, with
a sampling time of 10 min. In parallel, it is assumed that sam-
ples are taken from the reaction mixture and concentrations of
all species except the catalyst are determined by an offline mea-
surement technique. This sampling procedure results in 15 pairs of
calibration vectors (ccal(t), acal(t)) for the Sc = 6 species {A, B, C, D,
E, F}. As all experimental conditions (including the inlet spectrum)
are assumed to be known, the vectors cRV

cal
(t) and aRV

cal
(t) are also

available.
The (6 × 250)-dimensional calibration matrices F and FRV are

constructed by PCR using the pairs of calibration vectors (ccal(t),
acal(t)) and (cRV

cal
(t), aRV

cal
(t)), respectively. One extra latent variable is

used to account for the effect of noise, that is, f = 7 latent variables
instead of Sc = 6 for F, and f = 5 latent variables instead of R = 4 for
FRV.
4.1.4. Prediction experiment
In the prediction experiment, the reactor is initially loaded

with a solution of composition c0 = [0.72 0.09 0.10 0.02 0 0 5.00]T
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Fig. 4. Acetoacetylation of pyrrole: Mid-IR absorbance spectra a(t) with 1.5% noise,
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Table 1
Rate constants for the acetoacetylation of pyrrole: Simulated ki and estimated k̂i

rate constants obtained by fitting the predicted extents of reaction x̂r (t) obtained
by  PCR via both F and FRV . The rate constants for reactions R1, R2 and R4 are given
in  L2 mol−2 min−1 and in min−1 for reaction R3. The corresponding 99% confidence
intervals are also given.

Reaction Simulation Estimation via F Estimation via FRV

ki k̂i [99% C.I.] k̂i [99% C.I.]

R1 0.0530 0.0531 [0.0529, 0.0532] 0.0528 [0.0526, 0.0530]
R2 0.1280 0.1281 [0.1276, 0.1286] 0.1277 [0.1274, 0.1280]

To study the effect of the noise level on the estimated rate

F
a
o

easured every minute but plotted every 15 min. The black continuous and dashed
ines indicate the first and the last spectra, respectively.

ol  L−1 of mass 923.46 g. Pure diketene is fed at the constant mass
ow rate of uin = 4.40 g min−1, and the reactor content is continu-
usly withdrawn at the same flow rate. The absorbance spectra are
enerated according to the procedure described in Section 4.1.2.

The prediction set is built by taking absorbance spectra every 1
in  for a duration of 145 min. The resulting measured absorbance

pectra with 1.5% noise are shown in Fig. 4. As all experimental
onditions (including the inlet spectrum) are assumed to be known,
he vector aRV(t) is also available.

Since rank([NT
c win,c n0,c]) = R + p + 1 = 6, the rank condition is

ulfilled for the linear transformation of Eq. (18) so that Paths 1 and
 can be followed to the various extents and the concentrations ĉc(t)
ia the calibration model F. Fig. 5 shows the excellent agreement
etween simulated and predicted concentrations and extents of
eaction for the case of absorbance spectra corrupted with 1.5%
oise.
Two other routes exist in Fig. 2 for predicting the R = 4 extents
f reaction. By following Paths 1 and 6, the concentrations ĉc(t)
re predicted via the calibration model F and are rearranged in
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ig. 5. Prediction experiment for acetoacetylation of pyrrole: (a) Noise-free simulated con
nd  Path 4 for species A (•), B (�), C (◦), D (∗), E (♦) and F (	) in the presence of 1.5% meas
f  reaction for R1 (•), R2 (◦), R3 (�) and R4 (♦), plotted every 15 min.
R3 0.0280 0.0280 [0.0279, 0.0281] 0.0280 [0.0278, 0.0281]
R4 0.0030 0.0030 [0.0030, 0.0030] 0.0030 [0.0030, 0.0030]

the RV-form ĉRV
c (t) using Eq. (15). Alternatively, the concentrations

in RV-form ĉRV
c (t) can be obtained via Path 3 by rearranging the

absorbance spectra a(t) in the RV-form aRV(t) using Eq. (16) and
applying the calibration model FRV. Both these routes involve the
subsequent use of Eq. (23) to predict the extents of reaction. For
the sake of concision, only Path 3 will be shown in the present case
study.

4.1.5. Kinetic identification
For kinetic identification based on the predicted extents of

reaction x̂r(t), the concentration ĉu(t) of the remaining Su = 1 uncali-
brated species G has to be reconstructed using Eq. (19) (Paths 1 and
4) or Eq. (25) (Path 3). This step is particularly important in this
study because the rate laws of reactions R1, R2 and R4 involve the
catalyst concentration, which is not in the calibration set.

For each of the four reactions, a rate law is postulated and a
least-squares problem is formulated to estimate the rate param-
eters that minimize the difference between the extents predicted
by calibration and those modeled by the postulated rate law, as
described in Section 2.3.  The identification is performed using the
extents of reaction predicted via both F (Paths 1 and 4) and FRV

(Path 3). As shown in Table 1, individual fitting of the extents of
reaction obtained from absorbance spectra with 1.5% noise leads
to accurate rate constant estimates, regardless of the calibration
procedure (via F or FRV) that is used. Very similar results have been
obtained using PLS (not shown in Table 1).
constants in Table 1, a sensitivity analysis was conducted. For that
purpose, sets of calibration and prediction data corrupted with
higher noise levels were used. This analysis shows that (i) the value
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centrations (dashed line) and noisy concentrations predicted via Path 1 (PCR model)
urement noise; (b) noise-free simulated (dashed line) and noisy predicted extents
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Table  2
Identification of the first reaction in the acetoacetylation of pyrrole for the case of
1.5%  noise: Sum of squared residuals (ssq) corresponding to various postulated rate
laws for the least-squares regression of the extent of reaction R1, predicted by PCR
via  F (Paths 1 and 4) and FRV (Path 3). The rate law r1 = kcAcBcG is the one used to
generate the measured data.

Rate law Estimation via F Estimation via FRV

r1 ssq ssq

kcAcB cG 0.0025 0.0048

o
l
v
1
p
o
r

t
d
fi
l
i
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4

t
c

4

p
a
�

R

R

(
i
H
D
i
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r

r

�

�

w
k
a
a

kcAcB 0.0510 0.0481
kcAcG 0.0458 0.0502
kcBcG 2.7712 2.7913

f the estimated parameters (bias) can change significantly with the
evel of noise, and (ii) in average, the range of the confidence inter-
als are multiplied by 2 and 8 when the noise level is raised from
.5% to 2.6% and 5.6%, respectively, regardless of the calibration
rocedure used. As a consequence, with higher noise levels, some
f the 99% confidence intervals do not include the true (simulated)
ate constants.

To demonstrate the robustness of the identification approach,
he absorbance spectra corrupted with 1.5% noise were used and
ifferent (correct as well as incorrect) rate laws were tested for the
rst reaction. Table 2 shows that the predicted extents of reaction

ead to unambiguous identification of the correct rate laws. This
s also the case for the other reactions and when PLS is used (not
hown in Table 2).

.2. Chlorination of butanoic acid

The chlorination of butanoic acid is a gas–liquid reaction sys-
em involving R = 2 reactions in the liquid phase that both consume
hlorine dissolved from the gas phase.

.2.1. Reaction system
The first reaction between butanoic acid (BA) and chlorine (Cl2)

roduces �-mono-chloro-butanoic acid (MBA) and hydrochloric
cid (HCl), while the second reaction leads to the side product
-di-chloro-butanoic acid (DBA) and HCl:

1 : BA + Cl2
r1→ MBA  + HCl (28a)

2 : BA + 2Cl2
r2→ DBA + 2HCl (28b)

Due to its high volatility, HCl is found in both phases. Ethanol
EtOH) is used as solvent for the liquid phase. Air is initially present
n the gas phase and is considered as insoluble in the liquid phase.
ence, this reaction system has the Sl = 6 species {BA, Cl2, MBA, HCl,
BA, EtOH} in the liquid phase and the Sg = 3 species {Cl2, HCl, air}

n the gas phase. Both reactions are catalyzed by the product MBA.
he rate laws for the reactions R1 and R2 and the mass transfers of
l2 and HCl are4:

1 = k1cl,BAcl,Cl2

√
cl,MBA (29a)

2 = k2cl,BAc2
l,Cl2

√
cl,MBA (29b)

Cl2 = kCl2 aVlMw,Cl2 (c�
l,Cl2

− cl,Cl2 ) (29c)

HCl = kHClaVlMw,HCl(c
�
l,HCl − cl,HCl), (29d)

here k1 = 1.358 (m3)3/2 kmol−3/2 s−1 and k2 = 0.136 (m3)5/2
mol−5/2 s−1 are rate constants, kCl2 = 0.666 × 10−4 m s−1

nd kHCl = 0.845 × 10−4 m s−1 are molar transfer coefficients,
 = 254.9 m−1 is the specific interfacial area, and Mw,Cl2 =

4 Note that the rate of mass transfer of the species s is negative if cl,s > c�
l,s

.
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70.91 kg kmol−1 and Mw,HCl = 36.46 kg kmol−1 are the
molecular weights of Cl2 and HCl. The equilibrium concen-
trations of Cl2 and HCl at the interface are calculated as
c�

l,Cl2
= pCl2 /HCl2 and c�

l,HCl
= pHCl/HHCl , where pCl2 = cg,Cl2RT

and pHCl = cg,HClRT are the partial pressures expressed in bar,

with R = 0.0831 m3 bar K−1 kmol−1 the ideal gas constant and T
the temperature in Kelvin, and HCl2 = 70.33 bar m3 kmol−1 and
HHCl = 70.33 bar m3 kmol−1 are the Henry constants of Cl2 and
HCl. Note that the rate laws of reactions R1 and R2 correspond to
simplified rate expressions of the ones published in [23].

The stoichiometric matrix N for the set of all liquid species reads:

N =
[

−1 −1 1 1 0 0

−1 −2 0 1 2 0

]
(30)

The mass-transfer matrices Wm,l and Wm,g correspond to the set
{Cl2, HCl} of Sm = 2 transferring species and reads:

Wm,l =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0

M−1
w,Cl2

0

0 0

0 M−1
w,HCl

0 0

0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, Wm,g =

⎡
⎢⎣

M−1
w,Cl2

0

0 M−1
w,HCl

0 0

⎤
⎥⎦ (31)

4.2.2. Simulated measurements
All experiments are conducted at 130 ◦C in an open unsteady-

state gas–liquid reactor of total volume Vtot = 9 m3. The reactor,
which initially contains air, is loaded with ml0 = 4600 kg of a
liquid solution containing ethanol as solvent. Depending on
the experiments, butanoic acid is either present in the ini-
tial load or fed (pl = 1) at a constant mass flow rate uin,l with
composition win,l = [M−1

w,BAw̌in,l,BA 0 0 0 0 0]T , where Mw,BA =
88.11 kg kmol−1 and w̌in,l,BA = 1. The outlet mass flow rate uout,l(t)
is regulated in real-time to keep the liquid mass constant at
4600 kg throughout the reaction. The gas phase is fed with pure
chlorine (pg = 1) with composition win,g = [M−1

w,Cl2
w̌in,g,Cl2 0 0]T ,

where w̌in,g,Cl2 = 1. The inlet mass flow rate uin,g(t) is also manip-
ulated in real-time to keep the total pressure P(t) = 1T

Sg
cg(t)RT

constant. Gas is withdrawn from the reactor at the constant mass
flow rate uout,g = 3600 kg h−1. The density of the liquid reaction
mixture is assumed to vary with composition. The volume Vl(t) is
calculated as the sum of the individual volumes of all pure com-
pounds present in the liquid. As the reactor volume is constant, the
volume of the gas phase is Vg(t) = Vtot − Vl(t).

The concentrations cl(t) = nl(t)/Vl(t) and cg(t) = ng(t)/Vg(t) are
obtained by integration of the differential mole balances in Eqs.
(1a) and (1b). Zero-mean normally distributed noise with standard
deviation of 1% relative to the species maximal concentration is
added to each concentration measurement in the liquid and gas
phases. Two  other sets of concentration data are also generated
using noise levels of 2% and 5%.

In the liquid phase, absorbance spectra are assumed to be
measured in the mid-IR region (500–1500 cm−1) with 4 cm−1

resolution, thus leading to W = 250 wavenumbers recorded simul-
taneously. The spectrum of the solvent (ethanol) is assumed to be
subtracted from all absorbance spectra. Chlorine and hydrochlo-
ric acid are considered non-absorbing and thus there are Sa = 3
absorbing species {BA, MBA, DBA}. The absorbance spectra a(t) are

generated by Eq. (10) from the computed concentrations cl,a(t) (cor-
rupted with 1%, 2% and 5% noise) and the (3 × 250)-dimensional
pure component spectra E chosen to resemble the true ones. The
pure component spectra are shown in Fig. 6.
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in ĉl,c (t) – can be followed. Both these routes involve the subse-
quent use of Eq. (23) to predict the extents of reaction. On the other
hand, the extents of mass transfer will be obtained from the concen-
tration measurements for the species Cl2 and HCl in the gas phase.
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ig. 6. Chlorination of butanoic acid: Simulated mid-IR (500–1500 cm−1) pure com
c)  �-di-chloro-butanoic acid, normalized to a unit peak height.

Measurements in the gas phase are also available in the form
f concentration measurements for the species Cl2 and HCl. If
he quantities uin,g(t), uout,g, mg(t) and Vg(t) are known, the pm = 2
xtents of mass transfer can be computed using the MV-form
f the measured numbers of moles ng,Cl2 (t) = cg,Cl2 (t)Vg(t) and
g,HCl(t) = cg,HCl(t)Vg(t), as described in Eq. (6).  The resulting extents
f mass transfer xm,g(t) are used to compute the extents of mass
ransfer xm,l(t) for the liquid phase according to Eqs. (7) and
8).  As the experimental conditions uin,l, uout,l(t), ml and Vl(t)
re known, the extents of inlet flow xin,l(t) and the discount-
ng variable �l(t) can be computed from (3c) and (3d). Hence,
ince the inlet spectrum (pure component spectrum of butanoic
cid) is also known, the spectral contributions of xm,l(t), xin,l(t)
nd �l(t) can be subtracted from the absorbance spectrum a(t)
sing Eq. (16), which allows computing the spectral contribu-
ion of the reactions aRV(t). Note that, since the transferring
pecies Cl2 and HCl are spectroscopically inactive (Am = 02×250),
he extents of mass transfer are not needed to compute the spec-
ral RV-form aRV(t). The noise levels of 1%, 2% and 5% in c(t)
ead to noise levels of the same standard deviation in cRV(t).
he resulting noise levels in a(t) and aRV(t) are 1%, 1.7% and 4%,
espectively.

.2.3. Calibration experiment
The reactor is initially loaded with 5.63 m3 of a solution of

utanoic acid in ethanol that contains traces of MBA. This results
n the initial conditions nl0,cal = [20 0 10−5 0 0 61.5]T kmol for
he liquid phase. Only air is initially present in the gas phase
o that the initial conditions are ng0,cal = [0 0 0.102]T kmol and
g0,cal = 3.37 m3. Butanoic acid is present initially, and there is no

nlet flow in the liquid phase (pl = 0). The inlet mass flow rate to
he gas phase is manipulated to keep the total pressure constant at

 bar. Because of the limiting amount of butanoic acid present in
he reactor, the experiment only lasts 108 min.

The calibration set comprises H = 12 absorbance spectra
ecorded every 9 min. Each time a spectrum is measured, it is
ssumed that a sample is taken from the reaction mixture and
nalyzed offline to quantify the concentrations of BA, MBA and
BA. This measurement campaign results in 12 pairs of calibra-

ion vectors (cl,cal(t), acal(t)) for the Sc = 3 species {BA, MBA, DBA}.
ince there is no liquid inlet (xin,l,cal(t) = 0) and no calibrated species
nvolved in the mass transfers (Wm,l,c = 03×2), this calibration exper-
ment does not require gas-phase measurements, and only the
oncentration and spectral contributions of �l,cal(t) have to be
emoved from cl,cal(t) and acal(t) to generate cRV

l,cal
(t) and aRV

cal
(t).

his pretreatment with Eqs. (15) and (16) leads to the reduction
f the matrix/vector dimension from Sl = 6 species to Sc = 3 cali-

rated species by removing the columns or rows corresponding
o the species Cl2, HCl and EtOH.

The (3 × 250)-dimensional calibration matrices F and FRV are
onstructed by PLS using f = 3 latent variables. One extra latent
t spectra (absorptivities) of (a) butanoic acid, (b) �-mono-chloro-butanoic acid and

variable (f = 3 instead of R = 2) is necessary for the calibration model
based on FRV to account for the effect of noise.

4.2.4. Prediction experiment
The prediction experiment is performed under different exper-

imental conditions. The reactor is loaded with Vl0 = 5.82 m3 of a
liquid containing 100 kmol of ethanol and a small amount of MBA,
so that the initial conditions are nl0 = [0 0 10−5 0 0 100]T kmol,
ng0 = [0 0 0.0948]T kmol and Vg0 = 3.18 m3. The liquid phase is fed
with pure butanoic acid (pl = 1) at the constant mass flow rate
uin,l = 324 kg h−1. The inlet mass flow rate uin,g(t) is manipulated to
keep the total pressure constant at 10 bar. The absorbance spectra
of the prediction experiment are assumed to be measured every
5 min  for 5 h, as shown in Fig. 7 for the case of 1% measurement
noise.

Since rank([NT
c win,l,c nl0,c]) = R + pl + 1 < 4, the linear trans-

formation of Path 4 cannot be used, despite the fact that no
calibrated species are involved in the mass transfers (Wm,l,c = 0).
However, owing to the choice of the calibrated species, ĉl,c(t) and

a(t) can be rearranged in ĉRV
l,c (t) and aRV(t), and thus either Path 3 –

rearrangement of a(t) in aRV(t) and then prediction of ĉRV
l,c (t) via FRV –

or Paths 1 and 6 – prediction of ĉl,c(t) via F and then rearrangement
RV
Wavenumber (cm−1 )

Fig. 7. Chlorination of butanoic acid: Mid-IR absorbance spectra a(t) with 1% noise,
measured every 5 min  but plotted every 25 min. The black continuous and dashed
lines indicate the first and the last spectra, respectively.
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Fig. 8. Prediction experiment for chlorination of butanoic acid: (a) Noise-free simulated (dashed line) and noisy predicted (markers) extents of reaction for R1 (◦) and R2 (	),
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the estimated rate parameters with their 99% confidence interval
resulting from absorbance spectra with 1% noise. The estimation is
excellent, regardless of the calibration procedure that is used. Very
similar results have been obtained using PCR (not shown in Table 3).

Table 3
Rate constants of the chlorination of butanoic acid: Simulated ki and estimated k̂i

rate constants obtained by fitting the predicted extents of reaction x̂r obtained by
PLS  via F and FRV . The rate constant for reaction R1 is given in (m3)3/2 kmol−3/2 s−1 and
in  (m3)5/2 kmol−5/2 s−1 for reaction R2. The corresponding 99% confidence intervals
are  also given.
oise-free simulated (dashed line) and noisy measured (markers) concentrations o

s described in Section 4.2.2, these measurements allow computing
he pm = 2 extents of mass transfer using the MV-form of the mea-
ured numbers of moles in the gas phase. The predicted extents of
eaction and mass transfer obtained from absorbance spectra cor-
upted with 1% noise agree very well with their simulated values,
s seen in Fig. 8.

The liquid concentrations ĉl,u(t) of the remaining Su = 3 uncal-
brated species {Cl2, HCl, EtOH} can be reconstructed from the
redicted extents using Eq. (22). Fig. 9 compares simulated and
redicted concentrations.

.2.5. Kinetic identification
As the objective of this study is the investigation of the two

eaction rates, the prediction of the mass-transfer extents will
e omitted, which illustrates the remark in Section 2.3 stating
hat, even in the absence of appropriate models for some of the

xtents, the remaining extents can be modeled correctly. Further-
ore, reconstruction of the EtOH and HCl concentrations is not

eeded since these species are not involved in the rate expressions
f R1 and R2.
es Cl2 (♦) and HCl (•), plotted every 25 min.

The least-squares problem consists in adjusting the rate
constant of each reaction by comparing the extents predicted
by calibration and those modeled by a postulated rate law.
The identification is performed using the extents of reaction pre-
dicted via both F (Paths 1 and 6) and FRV (Path 3). Table 3 shows
Reaction Simulation Estimation via F Estimation via both FRV

ki k̂i [99% C.I.] k̂i [99% C.I.]

R1 1.358 1.347 [1.333, 1.361] 1.361 [1.349, 1.373]
R2 0.136 0.136 [0.112, 0.161] 0.133 [0.108, 0.159]
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The sensitivity of the estimated rate constants with respect to
he noise level was investigated by using sets of calibration and
rediction data corrupted with higher noise levels. It was observed
hat the range of the confidence intervals obtained via both F and
RV are multiplied by 2 when the noise level is increased to 1.7%.
or an increase of the noise level from 1% to 4.2%, the confidence
ntervals increase by a factor 3 to 5, depending on which extent of
eaction is fitted and which calibration procedure is used.

. Conclusion

PCR and PLS calibration techniques are widely used to predict
oncentrations from spectroscopic measurements. This article has
iscussed ways of predicting both extents and concentrations from
bsorbance measurements, which are then used to model the rate
aws by the extent-based method of identification.

Efficient design of the calibration set consists in using reaction
ata measured in a preliminary experiment. Two sets of calibra-
ion pairs can be used, namely, the standard pairs of concentrations
nd absorbances or the pairs of concentrations and absorbances
n RMV-form. In addition, when gas-phase measurements can be
sed to compute the concentration and spectral contributions of
he mass transfers, the calibration pairs can be pretreated in RV-
orm. Calibration models based on calibration pairs pretreated in
MV- (or RV-) form use absorbance data in that form to predict con-
entrations in RMV- (or RV-) form. The use of both sets of calibration
airs has been illustrated.

The choice of the most appropriate calibration pairs depends
n the fulfillment of the space-inclusion condition. If the space-
nclusion condition is fulfilled, it can be preferable to use a
alibration set based on the pairs (cl,cal(t), acal(t)), even if the
orresponding calibration models require more latent variables.
his is due to the fact that this route (Paths 1 and 4 in Fig. 2)
equires the least amount of measured information (only Vl(t))
nd thus is less prone to uncertainties in experimental condi-
ions. This recommendation is particularly true when the extents
an be predicted via the linear transformation in Path 4. When
he space-inclusion condition is not fulfilled for the pairs (cl,cal(t),
cal(t)), pretreatment in RMV- or RV-form becomes a requirement
or both building the calibration set and using the calibration

odel.
This paper has illustrated the potential of extent-based kinetic

dentification using spectroscopic measurements and multivariate
alibration. The approach works well when a sufficient number of
oncentrations can be predicted from absorbance measurements

nd when the noise level is small. Further work is necessary to
ssess the effect of measurement noise on both the bias and the
ariance of the estimated kinetic parameters, but also to validate
xperimentally the potential of the method.
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